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The sims 4 cheats xbox one

Sims 4 cheats are not exclusive to the computer version of the game. They've made more of a console version too! This is great news for people like me who can't be bothered to actually make Sims work for their money. Where's the fun in that? Let's get rich quickly, build our huge Sims, luxury mansions. Yes! Just like on a computer, you'll need to pull up a text box where you can write a series of cheat
codes in. On Xbox One, to pull the cheat box you'll need to press all four shoulder buttons at the same time: this LB, LT, RB and RT simultaneously. Once you're done, the text input box should appear with a keyboard on the screen. Before you can enter your Sims 4 money cheats, though, you need to activate cheats in the game. To do this, type in testingcheats in the box. Once you have activated cheats
in your Sims 4 game, you will have to pull up the cheat text box again by pressing all four shoulder buttons. Now, you are free to enter into any cheats you want. Here our favorite Sims 4 money cheats on Xbox One:motherlode adds 50,000 simoleons to your home balance or rosebud both add 1000 simoleons to your home balance of 000,000, and replace 0s with the number of your choice, and you will set
your simoleon balance to any entry number. Once you have entered the cheat, pull up the cheat entry box again and type testingcheats off to deactivate cheat mode. Be careful though: If you're after achievements in Sims 4, once you activate cheat mode on the family, you can't earn any achievements or advance towards awards with that particular family. So choose carefully whether you want to earn
gamerscore, or be rich with simoleons. That's all you need to know about getting rich fast with our favorite Sims 4 Xbox One cheat. There is no limit to how many times you can use this scam, either. So enter 'motherlode' five times if you want to get 250,000 simoleons added to your account. Enjoy and jail more Sims 4 Guides: Corey Feldman interviewcheating codes while playing the game, press LB + LT +
RB + RT to view the console window. Then, enter from the following icons to activate the corresponding cheat function. Note: Some of these codes first require true code testingcheats to be enabled. Additionally, enabling fraud prevents achievements from becoming unlocked. As a result of cheatcode cheatshelp display code most cheatshelp enabled cheat test cheat [Note 1] testingcheats [true or false]
1000 more Simoleonsrosebud or kaching 5000 more Simoleonsmotherlode freeneighborhood real estate switch [Note 2] freerealestate [on or off] Return of Sims to the safe and nuetral state In homeresetSim [first name] [last name] show talk/thought balloons above headlineeffects Sim [on or off] switch Sims dyingDeath.toggle the display of a frame at the top right [or off] the entire screen [on or off] end
gamequit Note 1: This code allows additional cheat codes to use and opens different test options, as shown Note 2: Activate a code in the neighborhood or screen of the world. When buying real estate, beware of taxes in a lot. Control needs to enable true test code, then press B and press A with the cursor on a character to stop the needs and fill all the needs. Test cheats enable valid code tests, and then
type one of the following codes under the console to activate the corresponding cheat function. Note: Any cheat codes that rely on true code experiments being enabled must be re-enabled after travel, enter ing ester mode, reloading the game, managing families or city, or causing the download screen to appear. Using incorrect code in an unplayable game may result. Thus, create a new saved game to
prevent corruption of the main game. As a result of the mpd code correction of the situation bb.showhiddenobjects edit all base level attributes [Note 1] cas.fulleditmode set the funds to a declared number of money [number] add value from the current funds Sims.modify_funds +[number] subtracting the value of the current funds Sims.modify_funds -[number] add the amount indicated from the satisfaction
points sims.give_satisfaction_points [number] switching objects [Note 2]bb.moveobjects to switch payment and for disabled bills households.autopay_bills [correct or false] payment motive_ referred to[referred] The name of the motive] fix all the needs in the family stats.fill_commodities_household all the skills bb.give_sim_all_skills all the professional awards bb.ignoregameplayunlocksentitlement full
current ambition challenge and award points aspirations.complete_current_milestone add 100 points of ambition/satisfaction; survey with sims.remove_all_buffs before reapplying sims.add_buff Satisfaction_Points infinite consumables switch; activate before getting the item, does not work with upgrading partsobjects.consumables_infinite_toggle the editing of buildings such as hospital and police station
[Note 3] bb.enablefreebuild the specified object 9 selected object 0 your sim has knowledge with all relationship.introduce_sim_to_ Sims all_others destroy the relationship.Destroy [your SIM ID number] [Target Sim ID] product object objects.gsi_create_obj [Object ID] spawn and add sim to your home Sims.Spawn Sim spawn on your Sims.Spawn Sim lot with a friend case
relationships.create_friends_for_sim spawn sim on a lot as sims.spawnsimple visitor sim power to a lot current sims.summon_sim_to_zone [Sim ID number] bills The power to be set households.force_bills_due set your sim to adult age mode your sim works like a maid sims.add_buff buff_role_serviceNPC_maid your sim no longer works like a maid sims.remove_buff buff_role_serviceNPC_maid sim or
ghost pregnant in the first trim sims.add_buff pregnancy_trimester1 make sims.add_buff a sim or ghost pregnant in the second trim sims.add_buff pregnancy_trimester2 make a sim or ghost pregnant in the third trim of pregnancy sims.add_buff pregnancy_trimester3 make sim or ghost pregnant in the term; Cause dying during the repair of the electrical element sims.add_buff
buff_death_electrocution_warning causes death after working out sims.add_buff buff_death_elderexhaustion_warning causes death by embarrassment within five hours sims.add_buff buff_mortified cause of starvation within a day sims.add_buff buff_motives_hunger_starving getting a unique SIM ID number sims.get_sim_id_by_name [first and last sim names] back from the dialogue or automatically make
the option ui.dialog.auto_respond the skip menu for strangers. You can't undo relationship.make_all_sims_friends Note 1: Press A+B on the selected sim to enable the sim editor interaction menu. Note 2: When activated, objects can be overlaid, merged, and placed outside their normal limits. However, objects that were moved using this code cannot be moved back after the code is switched off. Note 3:
This code allows you to free up the hospital, police station and science lab. Use it carefully, as it has the ability to interfere with career progression and other gameplay features related to a lot. After activating the correct test code, enter the cas.fulleditmode code in the console window. Then press B and Press A on one of the following items to view a list that allows you to change it as shown. Sim Add to
Family: Add Sim to the current family. Cheat motive - disruption of motivation corrosion: motives remain constant. Cheat motive - enable motivation corrosion: motives change dynamically. Cheat Motive - Make Happy: All motives are complete and the mood is happy. Modified in CAS: Allows sim to be modified, except for name and inherited attributes. Reset object: Sim reset. Object reset object: Reset the
object. Make Dirty: Makes a clean dirty object. Make Clean: Makes a dirty object clean. Earth Teleport is here: move your sim to the indicated location. Reset the mailbox object: Reset the mailbox. Set the skill level after activating the correct test code, enabling stats.set_skill_level [skill name] [1-10] under the console to set the skill level. For example, enter stats.set_skill_level AdultMajor_Logic 6 to set your
logic skills to Level 6. Use one of the following values as the skill name. Note: Some of the skills on the list require dlc work. AdultMajor_Baking: AdultMajor_Charisma bread skill: Skill_Child_Creativity charisma: Skill_Child_Mental child's creative skill: Skill_Child_Motor child's mental skill: Skill_Child_Social child's mobility skill: AdultMajor_Comedy child's social skill: AdultMajor_HomestyleCooking comedy
skill: Minor_Dancing cooking skill: Major_DJ dance skill: AdultMajor_Fishing DJ skill: Skill_Fitness the skill of the catch: AdultMajor_Gardening fitness skill: gardening skill AdultMajor_GourmetCooking : Gourmet Cooking Skill AdultMajor_Guitar: AdultMajor_Handiness Guitar Skill: AdultMajor_Herbalism Hand Skill: Herbs AdultMajor_Logic Skill: Skill Logic AdultMajor_Mischief: Mischief Skill
AdultMajor_Bartending: Mixology AdultMajor_Painting Skill: Painting Skill AdultMajor_Piano the skill of photography: AdultMajor_Programming the skill of the piano: AdultMajor_Reaping the skill of programming: AdultMajor_RocketScience skill: AdultMajor_VideoGaming the skill of the AdultMajor_Violin video games: the skill of the AdultMajor_Wellness violin: AdultMajor_Writing the skill of the wellness
skill: AdultMajor_Writing the skill of writing Toddler_Communicaton AdultMajor_VideoGaming the skill of communication child (1-5) Toddler_Imagination: the skill of the imagination of a child (1-5) Toddler_Movement: the skill of the movement of the child (1-5) Toddler_Potty: the skill of a child's cohort (1-3) Toddler_Thinking the skill of thinking a child (1-5) relationships after activating the correct code
experiences , Enable the following codes to change the relationship between two Sims: to change friendships, use relationship modification [full name of your sim] [target sim full name] [50 or -50] Friendship_Main code to change romance, use relationship modification [full name of your sim] [target full sim name] [50 or -50] Romance_Main code to set a relationship, use the code relationship.add_bit [Sim
ID] [Target Sim ID] [name #RelationshipBit]. Since you can't remove relationshipBit after you've set it, you should type it over it. Using the following values for the name relationshipBit: Married Romance family_husband_wife family_parent family_son_daughter family_brother_sister family_grandparent family_grandchild adjectives after activation of the correct experiment code, the following codes can be
used in the console window: as a result of the cheating sim processing attribute refers to the sim traits.equip_trait [name attribute] remove the attribute attribute from the sim traits.remove_trait [name attribute name] remove all attributes from the sim traits.clear_traits use one of the following values for the attribute name : Cheerful good lazy geek invested Piper active web moderator honest seducer hate
aspiring Quick_Learner gregarious High_Metabolism superGreenThumb collector always youngAdult baby baby boy self-child bravery sassy lush seductive lying HatesKids HotHeaded Glutton evil family rags Mean stylish crazy creative frees thrifty marketing SpeedReader Observant memorable connections NightOwl MusicLover Loner Snob perfect Goofball Grim Piper Web_Master Savant MorningPerson
CreativeVisionAryEntrepreneurship ProfessionalSlacker EpicPoet LivingVicariously mentally mentally gifted worm book Creative genius ArtLover Material LovesLove ValuedCustomer Longevity Business_Savvy FamilySim Legendary SpeedCleaner GreatKisser Mentor Romantic Foodie PerfectHost Hilarious Mastermind of TheKnack NeverWeary Independent Barely Disinfectant
AnglersRRRRRRrTranquilitYCorrectCorrectEternalRatEd Player Beguiling EssenceIngFlavorPotionMasterChef Octagon Amateur Emoji After Activation TestCheats Code Can Use The Following Code In The Control Window: The Result of CheatIng Code Orange Add-On Pointed For example confidenthigh sims.add_buff [orange name] remove orange and pointed from sim sims.remove_buff [orange
name] remove all moodlets/emotions sims.remove_all_buffs use one of the following orange names with sims.add_buff [orange name] code. Note: E_buff type entries give the same mood effect granted by cowplant essence, which is powerful and lasts for twelve hours. The result is an orange name of 100 points of ambition angry points; Each will pile Social_Angry, e_Buff_Angry, feeling, or unfaithful death
of anger buff_Enraged death by laughing buff_Hysterical embarrassed. Each will stack e_buff_embarrassed or urinate itself invigorating; No stack, gives high +2 activation or activationHigh flirty; No stack, gives high +2 FlirtyLow or FlirtyHigh focused; no stack, gives high +2 CenterLow or High Center; each will stack Social_Happy or e_Buff_Happy inspired; no pile, gives high +2 InspiredLow or InspiredHigh
playful; no stack, gives high +2 Playful or playfulHigh masters; no stack, gives high +2 SadLow or SadHigh errand e_buff_uncomfortable functions after activation of the following code experiences, the following codes can be used in the console window: As a result of cheating code adding a career Careers.add_career [job name] remove a career Careers.remove_career [job name] enhance sim in
Career.promote's current career [job name] sim reduction in current careers.demote [job name] raising the child's grade by a single character Careers.promote Gradeschool raises a teen score by one character Careers.promote Highschool spawning masterful after activating the true code test, enter the following codes in the window of the unit to spawn a masterful that will fix the broken objects on your lot :
soak.enable_soak_handyman_situation soak.create_soak_handyman_situation spawn maid after activating the correct testingcheat code, enter the following codes in the window of the console to hatch the maid that will clean your lot: soak.enable_soak_maid_situation soak.create_soak_maid_situation start a party after activating the real test code, enter the following codes under the console to start a
party with a large number of Sims. They'll leave in a few hours in the game. soak.enable_soak_party_situation soak.create_soak_party_situation spawn objects after activating the true testingcheats code, use the code objects.gsi_create_obj [ID object] to spawn the corresponding object near the center of your lot. Note: Save the game before hatching any objects to avoid problems if the item spawns out
your lot. ObjectObject ID Collectibles collectibles_Spawners_Frogs_Log 0x0000adcc collectibles_Spawners_Frogs_Log_public 0x0000009adf collectibles_Spawners_Rock_DigSite 0x00000addb collectibles_Spawners_Rock_public 0x000000ad3 Functional Rewards object_barProRWCulSS4x1_01 0x0000074c object_bedDoubleRWPainter_01 object_barProRWCulSS4x1_01
object_barProRWCulSS4x1_01 dd object_bedDoubleRWPainter_01 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriter2x1_01 0x00008822 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriter2x1_01 0x0000ee52 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriter2x1_01 0x0000ee54 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriterMessy2x1_01 0x000071f1 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriterMessy2x1_01 0x00000ee56 object_bookcaseFloorRWWriterMessy2x1_01 0x0000ee5c
object_coffeeMachineRWCareerCulinary_01 0x00008b6c object_coffeeMachineRWCareerCulinary_01 0x00008b6d object_coffeeMachineRWCareerCulinary_01 0x000008b81 object_computer_CrimSuitcase 0x0007770 object_computer_CrimSuitcase 0x00007772 object_computer_Tesla 0x000072f3 object_computer_Tesla 0x0000739e object_computer_Vintage 0x000070e 2 object_computer_Vintage
0x000070e3 object_computer_Vintage 0x000070e4 object_computerDesktopRWSpecWCool_01 0x0000952b object_computerDesktopRWSpecWCool_01 0x0000952c object_computerDesktopRWSpecWCool_01 0x0000952d object_counter_2part_deco 0x00008163 object_counter_2part_deco 0x00008164 object_counterIsle_2stand_1sit_deco 0x00007017 object_counterIsle_2stand_1sit_deco
0x00007018 object_counterIsleModRWCulinary_01 object_counterIsle_2stand_1sit_deco object_counterIsle_2stand_1sit_deco 0x00007018 0x0000707016 object_counterIsleModRWCulinary_01 0x00007016 object_counterModRWCulinary_01 0x00008162 object_counterModRWCulinary_01 0x00008162 object_counterModRWCulinary_01 0x000081 62 object_counterModRWCulinary_01 0x00008162
object_deskRWAstrConsole2x1_01 0x0000766f object_deskRWAstrConsole2x1_01 0x000076770 object_deskRWAstrConsole2x1_01 0x00007671 object_deskRWSpy2x1_01 0x0000 070b3 object_deskRWSpy2x1_01 0x000070e5 object_deskRWSpy2x1_01 0x00007111 object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000767c object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000767d object_
deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000767e object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000ee9a object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000ee9c object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000ee9e object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000e0 object_fridgeModRWCulinary_01 object_deskRWWriterAntique2x1_01 0x0000eea0 0x000775c object_fridgeModRWCulinary_01 0x00007883
object_fridgeModRWCulinary_01 0x00007884 object_gameMotionMatGuruEvent_01 0x0000991b7 object_gameMotionMatGuruEvent_01 0x000091ba object_gameMotionMatGuruEvent_01 0x000091bb object_LaserLightShow_Astronaut 0x00000bc13 object_lightCeilingGEN_01 : 0x0b1f0093ab900326 0x0001772 object_lightCeilingRWCareerSolarSystem_01 0x00
object_lightCeilingRWCareerSolarSystem_01 0x0000806c object_lightFloorRWCulMartini_01 0x00007228 object_lightFloorRWCulMartini_01 0x00007226 object_lightFloorRWCulMartini_01 0x00007227 object_ lightFloorRWPainterStillLife2x2_01 0x0000781d object_lightFloorRWPainterStillLife2x2_01 0x0000781e object_lightFloorRWPainterStillLife2x2_01 0x0000781f object_lightTableRWSpy_01
0x000006d07 object_lightTableRWSpy_01 0x000006d22 object_lightTableRWSpy_01 0x000006d24 object_light_wall 0x0000b40d object_light_wall 0x00000b40d 0x0000b40e object_light_wall object_light_wall 0x0000b40f object_mirrorWallRWEntStar2x1_01 0x00007523 object_musicGuitarRWEntSigned_01 object_musicGuitarRWEntSigned_01 0x00007d6b object_musicGuitarRWEntSigned_01
0x00007d6c object_musicGuitarRWEntSigned_01 0x00007d6d 0x00007d6d 0x00007b36 object_musicPianoGrandRWEntFancy_01 0x00007b39 object_musicPianoGrandRWEntFancy_01 0x00007b3a object_paintEaselRWPainterAntique_01 0x000006e40 object_paintEaselRWPainterAntique_01 0x000006e41 object_paintEaselRWPainterAntique_01 0x00006e42 object_paintEaselRWPainterHigh_01
0x00007141 object_paintEaselRWPainterHigh_01 0x00007142 object_paintEaselRWPainterHigh_01 0x00007142 object_paintEaselRWPainterHigh_01 0x00007143 object_paintEaselRWPainterMed_01 0x00007b11 object_paintEaselRWPainterMed_01 0x00007c00 object_paintEaselRWPainterMed_01 0x000007c01 object_painting: 0x0b1f0093a95d02d 0x000 00094dd object_painting:
0x0b1f0093a96202de 0x0000806e object_painting: 0x0b1f0093a96502df 0x0000806f object_painting : 0x0b1f0093a96802e0 0x 00008e26e26 object_painting: 0x0b1f0093a97002e1 0x0000ac8f8f object_painting 8f8f 8f 100b1f0093a97402e2 0x0000eb20 object_painting: 0x0b100093a97702e3 0x0000eb28 object_painting:0x0b1f0093a98002e4 0x0000eb26 object_painting:0x0b1f0093a98602e5
0x0000eb24 object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad7a03d0 0x0000902a object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad7e03d1 0x0000902b object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad8403d2 0x0000902c object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad8b03d3 0x00007200 object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad9003d4 0x00007204 object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad9603d5 0x0000bfad object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad9903d6 0x0000bfaf
object_painting:0x0b1f0093ad9e03d7 0x0000ac8e object_painting:0x0b1f0093ada303d8 0x0000eb1e object_painting:0x0b1f0093adac03d9 0x0000ac90 object_painting:0x0b1f0093adb303da 0x0000eb14 object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x0000754a object_plant_ non_gardening_generic 0x0000754b object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x0000754c object_plant_non_gardening_generic
0x00007412 object_plant_non_ gardening_generic 0x00007414 object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x00009584 object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x0000ef62 object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x0000ef64 object_plant_non_gardening_generic 0x0000ef 66 object_punchingBagRWCareerQtrCirP_01 0x0000902e object_punchingBagRWCareerQtrCirP_01 0x0000902f
object_punchingBagRWCrimOld_01 0x00007222 object_punchingBagRWCrimOld_01 0x00007223 object_punchingBagRWCrimOld_01 0x000 007224 object_rocketShipRWAstroApollo_01 0x00007b81 object_rocketShipRWAstroApollo_01 0x00007b8f object_rocketShipRWAstroApollo_01 0x000007b90 object_rocketShipRWAstroSciFi_01 0x00007bc8 object_rocketShipRWAstroSciFi_01 0 object_rug
0x00007bca 0x00004053 object_rug 0x0000be4e object_rug 0x00000be4c object_rug 0x000073ab object_ 0 ةداجس x000073ac object_rug 0x000073ad object_rug 0x0000c086 object_rug 0x0000c08d object_rug 0x0000c08f object_sculpture 0x0000740d object_sculpture 0x0000740e object_sculpture 0x0000740f object_sculpture 0x000009054 object_sculpture 0x0000f0e7 object_sculpture 0x0000b529
object_sculpture 0x0000 0 object_sculpture x00000903b object_sculpture 0x0000903e object_sculpture 0x00000903f object_sculpture 0x0000905d object_sculpture 0x0000905f object_sculpture 0x00009060 object_sculpture 0x0000753f object_ sculpture 0x00008071 0x00008072 object_sculpture 0x00008073 object_sculpture 0x0000b7e9 0x0000b7e9 0x0000723b object_sculpture 0x0000b609
object_sculpture 0x0000b50f object_sculpture 0x0000b510 object_sculpture 0x0000b511 object_sculpture 0x000071d3 object_sculpture 0x000071d 4 object_sculpture 0x000071d5 object_sculpture 0x000074c6 object_sculpture 0x000074c7 object_sculpture 0x000074d9 object_sculpture 0x0000dfea object_sculpture 0x0000718d object_sculpture 0x0000 object_sculpture 0x0000718f object_sculpture
0x00000222cd object_sculpture 0x00000222ce object_sculpture 0x00000222cf object_sculpture 0x0000f0b9 object_sculpture 0x0000f0bd object_sculpture 0x000b object_sculpture 0x000009050 object_sculpture 0x00009052 object_sculpture 0x00007192 object_sculpture 0x00007194 object_sculpture 0x00008079 object_sculpture 0x00008198 object_ 0 تحنلا x00009056 object_sculpture 0x0000905b
object_sculpture 0x00007943 object_sculpture 0x00007945 object_sculpture 0x000007947 object_sculpture 0x0000a854 object_sculpture 0x00000a855 object_sculpture 0x0000a856 object_sculpture 0x00006e4e object_sculpture 0x00006e4f object_sculpture 0x00006e50 object_sculpture 0x00000713d object_sculpture 0x0000713e object_sculpture 0x000007 13f object_sculpture 0x0000748d
object_sculpture 0x0000748f object_sculpture 0x000073d9 object_sculpture 0x0000073d object_sculpture 0x0000733db object_sculpture 0x000090904b object_sculpture 0x000 object_sculpture 0x000009046 object_sculpture 0x00009067 object_sculpture 0x00000efe4 object_sculpture 0x000009062 object_sculpture 0x000009033 object_ sculpture 0x00009035 object_sculpture 0x00000e06d
object_sculpture 0x00000070 object_sculpture 0x0000ee66 object_sculpture 0x0000ee62 object_sculpture 0x000003440 object_sculpture 0x object_sculpture 0x00003441 object_sculpture object_sculpture 0x00007e26 object_sculpture 0x000007e27 object_sculpture 0x000007e28 object_sculpture 0x000 object_sculpture_sculptFloorRWCrimStolenNecklace 0x00007121
object_sculpture_sculptFloorRWCrimStolenNecklace 0x00007122 object_sculpture_sculptFloorRWCrimStolenNecklace 0x00007123 object_sculpture_sculptWallRWCrimSatellite 0x000074aa object_sculpture_sculptWallRWCrimSatellite 0x000074ab object_sculpture_sculptWallRWCrimSatellite 0x0000744ac object_sculpture_scultWallRWSpyTactMap 0x000071ea object_sinkCounterRWCulinary_01
0x000072e5 object_sinkCounterRWCulinary_01 0x000072e6 object_ sinkCounterRWCulinary_01 0x000072e7 object_ sitDecoBenchCE3x1_01 0x00007593 object_sitDiningRWAstronaut_01 0x0000807b object_sitDiningRWAstronaut_01 0x0000807c object_sitDiningRWAstronaut_01 0x0000807 object_sitDiningRWSpy_01 0x00006cc3 object_sitDiningRWSpy_01 0x000006cc6
object_sitDiningRWSpy_01 0x00006ccb object_sitLivingRWSpyVillain_01 0x0000708c object_sitLivingRWSpyVillain_01 object_sitLivingRWSpyVillain_01 0x0000708d object_sitLivingRWSpyVillain_01 0x0000708e object_sitLivingRWWriterLeather_01 0x000071cf object_sitLivingRWWriterLeather_01 0x000071d0 object_sitLivingRWWriterLeather_01 0x000071d1 object_sitSofaGEN3x1_01 0x00006da8
object_sitSofaGEN3x1_01 0x00006da9 0x00006daa 0x00006daa 0x000007c03 object_stereoFloorRWEntTube2x1_01 0x000007c04 object_stereoFloorRWEntTube2x1_01 0x00000007c05 object_stoveRWCulGriddle_01 0x00000b52f object_stoveRWCulGriddle_01 0x00000b530 object_stoveRWCulGriddle_01 0x00000b531 object_tvWallHIGH3x2_01 0x 0x000de07 0x0000007
object_tvWallHIGH3x2_01 0x0000de09 rabbitHole_Tree 0x000ad27 Perks (Get DLC work) after enabling the correct test code, the following commands can be used under the console with dLC work. Since the unlock codes of privileges used in retail stores, actively use sim (s) that owns the corresponding store. Perk additional code employee #1 bucks.unlock_perk AdditionalWorker_1 employee true true
#2 bucks.unlock_perk AdditionalWorker_2 real cheaper bucks.unlock_perk DescreaseRestockingCost real strange real shoppers bucks.unlock_perk CustomerBrowseTime true faster out (large) bucks.unlock_perk CheckoutSpeed_Large true faster (small) true bucks.unlock_perk CheckoutSpeed_Small faster restocking (large) bucks.unlock_perk RestockSpeed_Large real faster restocking (small
bucks.unlock_perk RestockSpeed_Small) real instant restocking bucks.unlock_perk real instantrestock manager mega bucks.unlock_perk ImproveSocials true Blackard: Fupps 500 bucks.unlock_perk StorePlacard_2 lacard true : My first simoleon bucks.unlock_perk StorePlacard_1 true provocative struts bucks.unlock_perk PedestalMimic real record of tomorrow bucks.unlock_perk RegisterMimic true
serious shoppers bucks.unlock_perk customerPurchaseIntent true seller of the spot bucks.unlock_perk ImproveRetailSocials true sona shirt bucks.unlock_perk RetailOutfit true bucks.unlock_perk amazing signageMimic true excess bucks.unlock_perk DecreaseRestocking_Temporary true excess bucks.unlock_perk DecreaseRestocking_Temporary sure bucks.unlock_perk SureSale true secret forgot a lot
grotto in Oasis Springs to enter a hidden much forgotten grotto in Springs, Visit The Bloom Desert Garden in Oasis Springs. In the garden, go far behind a lot to a public place with a bathroom stall. Then, though, the valley proceeded to the left to find the entrance to the stepped cave. Interact with mine cave. You must have a 10-level Hardenis sim to break the wooden barrier and explore the interior. To
complete the adventure cave, select options in the following order: take the wide path, climb the ladder, step on the edge. You will now be in a forgotten grotto that contains the following collectibles: fish, frog, lily, mineral, mushrooms, onions, potatoes, and sage. Sylvain Gladys secreted a lot in Willow Creek to enter Sylvan Gladys's much hidden in Willow Creek, visit the Cabana Creek lot in the Willow
Creek neighborhood, and explore the public space next to the house to find a large tree called the Sylvan tree with flowers growing from both sides. Click frequently over the tree and select a view until the door appears. Enter tree adventure mode, and select options in the following order: Follow the sound, Downstream, enter the fog. In Sylvan Gladys, this area will now have the following collectibles: Basil,
Bluebell, Cherry Tree, Fish, Frog, Lily, Mineral, Mushrooms, Pear Tree, Snapdragon, and Strawberries. Secret Planet Sixam (Get DLC Job) to reach level 9 in the science profession. Upgrade the spaceship at the science facility where you are working on a wormhole generator. Select the new option to travel through the wormhole to reach the secret alien planet Sixam. Get a voodoo doll using one of the
following ways to get a rare voodoo doll item. Note: Voodoo Doll requires level 1 mischief skills to use, and increasing the skill level of mischief will give your sim the best results with voodoo doll. Treasure Hunt: Keep digging for treasure to find the ultimate voodoo doll. To dig, travel to public places around the neighborhood. Find piles of rock sediment, and use a shovel to interact. You will find randomly
created items and treasure maps to unlock collectible MySims figurines. Rare pond fishing: Travel to the desert blossom lot in Oasis Springs, then move towards the public space behind the park where there is a rocky valley leading to the entrance to the stepped cave. Along the rocky walls are small ponds that you can fish in. Keep fishing in the ponds until you get a voodoo doll. Growing cow plants to
grow their own cow plant, you must first get rare cow plant seeds. They can be found by traveling to the desert blossom lot in Oasis Springs, then moving towards the public space behind the park where there is a rocky valley leading to the entrance to the stepped cave. Along the rock walls are small ponds that are the source of shallow current. Fish in this area to get the seeds of the ultimate cow plant.
Once you have cow plant seeds, return to your lot at home sim. Pull the seeds out of your inventory on the ground where you want to plant them. Once it is planted, make sure the water is daily and eventually it will grow to full size. If a pile of dirt at the base turns light brown, it means that the soil is dry and needs to be watered. The fully grown cow plant is a dangerous creature. They generate a milk
regeneration after eating sims that are fooled by false cake tongues. Additionally, be sure to keep feeding your beef when it is fully grown or another may die. The cow plant was first introduced in Sims 2. Achievement achievement achievement indicated for the corresponding number of Gamerscore points: Every night (10 points): You have sim to stay awake for 24 sim hours in a row. Alphabet Heritage (50
points): Play home for 26 generations or more. Are you having fun? (20 pips): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in the entertainment profession. Basket (25 pips): Get sim in and out of all initial emotional situations within 24 hours sim. Beyond fixes (20 points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in handiness skill. Bow Qaham (20 points): You have sim to reach max level in violin skill.
Captain (20 pips): You have a sim to reach the maximum in the business profession. Cast away (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in the fishing skill. Server Channel (10 points): Has a sim listening to all radio stations and watching all TV channels. Code Monk (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in programming skill. Connoisseurus Rex (20 points): You have sim to
reach the maximum level in gourmet cooking skill. Primary (20 points): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in logic skill. Launched up (20 points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in fitness skill. Flying Colors (20 points): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in the painter's profession. Full House (10 points): Play with the eight sim family in sims 4. Games within games (20 points):
You have sim to reach the maximum level in the skill of video games. Green Thumb (20 points): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in gardening skill. Hello, Dark, My Old Chum (15 points): Sim will friend Reaper Grimm. I, Spy (20 points): You have a sim up to max level in the secret agent's career. Introverted (10 points): You have a sim doing nothing social for 24 hours sim. It's not brain surgery
(20 points): you have sim to reach the maximum level in rocket science skill. Ivory Tower (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in piano skill. Shabby Player (30 points): Play family for ten generations or more. Literal Genius (20 points): You have sim to reach max level in writing skill. Mael-strum (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in guitar skill. Mischief mastered (20 points):
You have sim to reach the maximum level in mischief skill. I've changed (20 points): the sim will become both maximum thin and fat within a lifetime. Older Wass (10 points): Will Sim Age. Over-achieving (40 points): You have a full SIM 5 aspirations. Refined plate (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in painting skill. Rosebud (30 points): Earn 1,000,000 simulone in one family. Soft Chatter
(20 points): You have max sim's arrival level in charisma skill. Paste life (20 points): Open a new factory type through vaccination. Startup Upstart (20 points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in the tech teacher's career. Excellent action (20 points): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in an astronaut's career. Direct to Jocular (20 points): You have a sim up to max level in a comedy skill.
Criminal Suave (20 points): Sim reach the maximum in the criminal profession. Tender Loving (20 Points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in mixology skill. Circle of Life (25 points): Play sim from birth to natural death. The most interesting sim in the world (25 points): You have a sim with 12 or more qualities. Pen is mighty (20 points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in the writer's
profession. Triple Play (10 points): Do you have a sim giving birth to triplets. Tungsten Chef (20 points): You have a sim up to the maximum level in cooking skill. Up score (20 points): You have a sim to reach the maximum level in the culinary profession. Global Competitor (20 Points): You have sim to reach the maximum level in an athlete's career. In addition, there are five Achievements: 50 Mile - High
Club (10 points): WooHoo's Rocketship success. Black Widow (20 points): You have a five-pair-old sim. Ghost Family (30 points): You have a family of 8 ghosts to play. Ghostly (10 points): You have a ghost in your home. What's it going to be like? (10 points): He's with a ghost. Ghost.
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